
#

4

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6020 238 4.79 NA 32.25 10.88 32.5 7.11 NA 116 NA

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Mobility Outside the Pocket, Extending Plays Inside and Outside the Pocket, Accuracy at 

the Short and Intermediate Levels, Red Zone Running Ability, Poise, Full and Half Field 

Reads 

WORST

QB

Any system that utilizes his mobility, poise and accuracy. 

2016-2018: None

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

4th year QB who has started 51 of 51 career games, missing no games in 2018. Has played entire career under

HC Jason Garrett and OC Scott Linehan within a scheme that was pass heavy in 2018 (57% Pass, 43% Rush)

and that featured short and intermediate routes out of the Shotgun and off of Bootleg Play-Action. Dallas’ OL,

which in 2017 was one of the best in Pass Pro and Run efficiency was heavily impacted by the absence of All-

Pro C Travis Frederick who missed the entire 2018 season. The trade for Amari Cooper in October 2018 had a

positive impact on Prescott by doubling his 3rddown success rate to 40% and increasing his yards per attempt

by over 2 yards (4.4 YPA to 7.7 YPA). Solid height and good weight with a thick lower and upper body. Very

good AA with very good foot quickness, good long speed, balance and good agility. Demonstrates very good pre-

snap processing by verbally identifying the Mike LB to set the protection, checking out of play calls based on

defensive front and by making audible adjustments to routes (via hand signals) by reading the depth and

leverage of S/CB. Good footwork when taking snaps from under Center and Shotgun, showing very good

balance when setting his feet with slightly bent knees and flat shoulders. Shows good processing of all

coverages post-snap by making both full and half field reads, quickly working through his progressions and

identifying open receivers who have found voids in Zone coverage or who have gained separation vs Man.

Shows good pocket awareness and sensing of pressure by making subtle movements to step up or move

laterally to allow himself space to release the ball. When defenders disengage from OL and are closing in front

of his face, shows good poise and very good physical toughness to step into his throws without any fear of

taking a big hit. Shows very good play strength, good balance and quickness to escape defenders who attempt

to arm tackle him. If he is in a defender’s grasp and unable to escape, shows good ball security. Exhibits very

good ability to extend plays by sensing pressure, using his quickness to run toward the sideline or step-up in

the pocket, keeping his eyes downfield. If targets are covered, shows good decision making by throwing the

ball out of bounds or running for positive yardage. Good mechanics from both on and off platform, showing a

quick release with very good arm strength, good anticipation and ball placement when targeting stationary and

moving targets on both short and intermediate throws. Solid deep ball thrower on Go Routes, showing very

good arm strength and solid ball placement slightly over the receiver’s shoulder. Shows good decision making

to take what the defense is giving him, especially on 3rd downs. Will consistently target higher percentage

underneath throws to achieve 1st downs as opposed to targeting lower percentage Deep throws. With the

addition of Amari Cooper, took more risks on Deep throws. Good foot speed and ability to sell fakes on

bootlegs run off of Stretch OZ showing the ability to outrun unblocked DEs, exhibiting good ball placement

when throwing to the right and left. When targeting 15-20 yard Comeback routes off of Bootleg play-action,

shows very good body control with good anticipation, arm strength and poise as Defender closes on him,

throwing with good accuracy between the receiver’s body and the sideline. Very good runner in the Red Zone

when plays are designed for him (QB Draws, QB Sneaks and Bootlegs), showing very good play strength and

competitive toughness to run through tacklers using his lower body functional strength and good quickness to

elude defenders when necessary. Exhibits strong leadership skills in playoff type games, showing the ability to

remain poised and vocal positive attitude after poor plays. Solid Deep ball accuracy due to both limited targets

and several balls thrown that were significantly off target. Threw limited Seam balls in games viewed.

Occasionally holds the ball too long in the pocket resulting in sacks. Good starting QB that you can win with

that possesses the physical toughness, durability, accuracy and decision making to consistently move the ball

down the field. His traits fit well within any offense due to a combination of mobility both within and outside

the pocket and accuracy. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

51

Games Started

51

Games Won

Deep Throw Accuracy, Holds Ball too Long Passing up Open Targets 

PROJECTION
Good starting QB that you can win with that possesses the physical and mental toughness, 

durability, accuracy at the short and intermediate level, and decision making to 

consistently move the ball down the field. His traits fit well within any offensive system 

due to his accuracy at the short and intermediate level both stationary and on the move. 

2018: at SEA, at WAS, vs. TEN, vs. PHI, at IND

33

Winning %

64%

Positions Started

INJURIES

Has started 51 games straight since his rookie season (2016) Trending upward in 

completions, Passing Yards and Yards Per Attempt 55% Success Rate when Passing on 1st 

Down 

Dallas Cowboys16-4th-DAL
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

QB
DOB (Age)

7-29-93 (26)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hawkins, Brian

TEAM


